
An introduction to HANzero™
Revolutionising investing using carbon offsetting



About HANetf
HANetf was founded in 2017 by Hector McNeil and Nik Bienkowski, two of Europe’s leading Exchange Traded Fund (ETF)

pioneers.

At HANetf, we provide a full white label operational, regulatory, distribution and marketing solution for asset managers who

want to successfully launch and manage UCITS ETFs.

We currently boast one of the most extensive thematic ETF ranges in Europe, and within that, a broad range of unique ESG-

related products which cover sectors including Clean Energy, Decarbonisation and responsibly sourced Gold, among others.

However, we remain cognisant of the asset management industry’s carbon footprint and recognise that investing in climate-

positive solutions alone may not be enough. Thus, we are delighted to present HANzero™ as a means by which to

counterbalance this problem and provide investors with a truly carbon neutral option for their investment portfolio.

What is HANzero™?
HANzero™ is a scheme run by HANetf in which we endeavour to neutralise the Scope 1 and 2 emissions of a portfolio by 

buying Carbon Offsets in approved projects. This scheme is the first of its kind in Europe for ETFs and will help to increase

awareness, whilst reducing carbon emissions within the atmosphere.

Through the HANzero™ programme, we aim to work alongside our partners to help offset the carbon emissions associated 

with their products. 

To do this, we will work in conjunction with leading carbon offset experts, who provide a range of certified, climate-positive 

projects, in which we can support.

ESG is becoming normal in investing. However even ESG-friendly strategies, including low carbon investments, still carry a 

carbon footprint. Many companies and organisations have a goal to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 but we at HANetf

believe this is too late. We believe that HANzero™ provides a practical solution to this problem.



What is Carbon Offsetting? 
In order to reduce the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere, we believe there are two ways to achieve this:

Avoided emissions

• This relates to reducing emissions through the use of green energy, such as wind, solar, and tidal.

• The success of avoided emissions will be determined by the rate at which clean energy can be adopted.

Carbon sequestration

• On the other hand, carbon sequestration can help reduce emissions that have already been produced.

• This can be done through reforestation, reduction in deforestation, the introduction of alternative income sources in developing countries, and more.

About HANzero™ Carbon Offsets 

• A carbon offset reduces emissions of carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases made to compensate for emissions produced elsewhere.

• Carbon offset schemes allow individuals and companies to participate in global environmental projects to counterbalance their carbon footprint.

• HANetf will be partnering with carbon offset specialists South Pole to deliver HANzero™.

• Our partners at South Pole will help HANetf purchase carbon offsets via projects linked to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

• Projects are upheld to the standards set by the International Carbon Reduction and Offset Alliance (ICROA) and are subject to full screening, third

party auditing and in house due diligence (for example, Verra).

• Projects result in ‘additionality’, meaning that without funding, the projects would not be able to proceed.

• All projects are audited and certificated upon carbon offset completion.

• Associated costs will be paid for by the fund’s fixed TER.

Sources: South Pole; Trucost; United Nations



The benefits of Carbon Offsetting to ETFs

• Approved carbon offset projects make a quantifiable impact to reduction of GHG emissions.

• Can help slow global warming.

• Exposure to a carbon neutral portfolio now, as opposed to waiting until 2050.

• Increases profile of global warming in capital markets.

• Rigorously evaluated and monitored by third party governing bodies to ensure project quality and execution.

• Projects are geared towards SDGs (The UN’s Sustainable Goals - see next slide), aligning investor value and ESG credentials.

• Externalises carbon offsetting to HANetf.

• Highly transparent approach to offsetting.

• Simple to understand and easy to implement.

Global warming is our planet's greatest challenge and action is required now if we are to meet the emissions targets laid out in the Paris Agreement.

This is incumbent on everyone, including the investment management sector.

From a corporate perspective, the instructions are clear: reduce, report and compensate. What that means is that reducing direction emissions should take

priority, businesses should consider offsetting as an immediate action towards zero carbon.

By contributing towards carbon offset projects, we can develop job opportunities in local communities, protect biodiversity, improve health and well being, as

well as working directly to limit carbon.

Market Concerns

Purchasing carbon credits or finding certified climate-positive projects can be a tricky endeavour for those new to the market.

Trustworthy projects and causes may prove challenging to identify without proper understand of the relevant governing bodies and oversight available, and

funding options are often limited.

This is where HANzero™ can add value to investors looking for a carbon neutral investment strategy, as the leg work and due diligence has already been

shared between HANetf and South Pole.

Benefits in brief

Sources: South Pole; Trucost; United Nations



The ethical investor’s conundrum 
From the advent of ESG, to the proliferation of SRI (Socially Responsible Investing) and Ethical mandates now available, it’s become clear that

many investors wish to align their investments.

However, doing so is not as easy as it may seem.

For example, an investor may select an ESG screened fund that focuses on Clean Energy, and a fund of this nature may certainly have climate-

positive qualities.

However, the companies tracked within these funds each have their own carbon footprint, from transport fuels to electricity use, and thus a ‘green’

investment may still have carry carbon into the atmosphere.

We believe HANzero™ remedies this quandary, by offsetting the portfolio’s carbon output and leaving our example investment into Clean Energy

to do what it says on the tin.

With HANzero™, investors can now rest safe in the knowledge that an ethically-driven investment can now be aligned with their values and that

any costs associated with the Carbon Offsetting are included in the fund’s fixed TER



An example of how HANzero™ may work: 

Disclaimer: Example for illustrative purposes only; Figures may not be up-to-date.

01. S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index 

Investor seeks to offset their portfolio holding of S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index with minimal time and cost.  

02. S&P Global Clean Energy Select index carbon to value calculated 

Metric tons CO2e/$1M invested is 57.7 tons (as at May 31st, 2021) Co2 p.a. (Source: index provider / data provider)

03. S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index Carbon offset provides the solution

HANetf provides full carbon offset index ETFs, with minimal drag in a single easy to use product tradable on 

exchange; in accordance with EU law

Offset accrued daily

VER projects purchased quarterly

VER projects will offset portfolios and receive full audited certification 



The UN Sustainable Development Goals
As well as contributing to emissions avoidance and increased carbon sequestration, the projects we have selected with South Pole target specific

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

In 2015 the United Nations created 17 Goals that should be reach by 2030. Not only do they focus on climate change, for example through Goal 13

Climate Action, they also emphasis peace and prosperity for people and the planet.

This means going beyond climate change initiatives and including economic, social, and political developments globally.

The central promise of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the SDGs is Leave No One Behind. By investing in climate initiatives

that include the SDGs, you are contributing to this notion and providing resources and support to some of the most vulnerable people in society.

Aiding sustainable development is not about telling communities what they should and should not do, but about working with them and giving them

the power required to make sustainable changes.



Our Projects



Partnering with South Pole
As part of HANetf's long term commitment to impact excellence and to ensure the highest quality oversight of its carbon offset operations, we

have partnered with globally leading carbon offset service provider, South Pole.

South Pole will provide HANzero™ with projects linked to our desired Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), impact assessment in accordance

with the highest verification standards, including Gold Standard and Verra, along side full audit and certification on completed Carbon projects.

About South Pole

South Pole was founded in 2006 that enables corporates, capital markets, and

the public sector to reduce their impacts on climate change, while mitigating risk

and creating value on their sustainability

journeys.

South Pole has reduced over 170mm metric tons of Carbon dioxide, screened

over €2 trillion in investments for climate risk, invested over €15 Billion to

advance renewable energy and generated over 140,000GWh of renewable

energy (the equivalent of 21 million cars being taken off the road) through its

operations and is trusted by many of the world's largest organisations around the

world including HSBC, UniCredit, Barclays and the PRI.



Topaiyo Forest Conservation
Papua New Guinea

Insert Project Image

Working with the indigenous landowners in New Ireland, this project protects vital rainforest from deforestation. It recovers the land‘s rich

biodiversity and revitalises its natural carbon stocks, in turn combating global climate change and enhancing the social and economic development

of one of the poorest and most isolated areas of Papua New Guinea.

UN Sustainable Develop Goals covered by this project:



Musi Hydro River
Indonesia

Insert Project Image

Located in rural Sumatra, this run-of-river hydroelectricity project harnesses the flow of the Musi River to generate clean energy for the grid. The

project supports local jobs, new income streams, and has funded infrastructure improvements – as well as a reforestation program.

UN Sustainable Develop Goals covered by this project:



South Pole’s Project Due Diligence Process



HANzero™ Product Range



HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select 

HANzeroTM UCITS ETF (ZERO)
HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF will be Europe’s first carbon offset exchange traded fund, in order to give

environmentally conscious investors the opportunity to target capital growth with the reassurance that any carbon emissions linked to their

investment will be offset.

ZERO will also be the only ETF that offers investors access to the original pure-play S&P Global Clean Energy index.

When you trade ETFs your capital is at risk.

Trade ZERO

Exchange BBG Code RIC ISIN Valoren SEDOL Currency

London Stock Exchange ZERO LN ZERO.L IE00BLH3CQ86 - BMTR094 USD

London Stock Exchange ZERP LN ZERP.L IE00BLH3CQ86 - BMTR0G1 GBP

Borsa Italiana ZERO IM ZERO.MI IE00BLH3CQ86 - BL6KDJ0 EUR

Deutsche Boerse Xetra ZER0 GY ZER0.DE IE00BLH3CQ86 - BL6KDK1 EUR



Saturna Sustainable ESG Equity 

HANzeroTM UCITS ETF (SESG)
The Saturna Sustainable ESG Equity HANzeroTM UCITS ETF (SESG) is a UCITS compliant exchange traded fund which aims to achieve long-

term capital growth by investing in companies with robust environmental, social and governance (ESG) policies. The fund comprises circa 50-60

high quality, attractively priced global companies that are best-in-class on a variety of ESG, financial and valuation metrics and have solid growth

prospects.

When you trade ETFs your capital is at risk.

Trade SESG

Exchange BBG Code RIC ISIN Valoren SEDOL Currency

London Stock Exchange SESG LN SESG.L IE00BMGRZP89 - BMGS7S8 USD

London Stock Exchange SESP LN SESP.L IE00BMGRZP89 - BMGS7T9 GBP

Deutsche Boerse Xetra ASWN GY ASWNG.DE IE00BMGRZP89 - BMCFKJ5 EUR

Borsa Italiana SESG IM SESG.MI IE00BMGRZP89 - BMCFKG2 EUR



Future collaborations 

Perhaps the most exciting element of HANzero™ is its flexibility.

Products need not be ESG focused in order to benefit from our programme, so conceivably, a fund investing in a non-ESG sector could still adopt

a more climate-friendly approach by utilising HANzero™.

We hope to offer the HANzero™ function to all of our product partners here at HANetf and intend to roll out the programme to external fund

providers and investors, at both product and portfolio levels, in due course.

Our goal with HANzero™ is simple - we want to offer clients and investment managers alike, a carbon neutral path to investing.



About our partners



South Pole’s Project Selection Criteria
South Pole ensures the long-term quality of carbon offset projects and maintains a rigours approach to projection selection, defined by the six

outcomes in the below diagram:



The Payment and Retirement Scheme



Risk In Investing

• The value of equities and equity-related securities can be affected by daily stock and currency market movements

• Investors' capital is fully at risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested

• Exchange rate fluctuations could have a negative or positive effect on returns

• Please note this is not an exhaustive list of risks. Other risks may apply.
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Important Information

S&P Disclaimer

The S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”), and has been licensed for use by HANetf. Standard &

Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark

Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). The trademarks have been licensed to SPDJI and have been sublicensed for use for certain purposes by HANetf. HANetf S&P Global Clean

Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF ( is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, any of their respective affiliates (collectively, “S&P Dow

Jones Indices”). S&P Dow Jones Indices does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the owners of the HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select

HANzero™ UCITS ETF or any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing in securities generally or in HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™

UCITS ETF particularly or the ability of the S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index to track general market performance. S&P Dow Jones Indices’ only relationship to

HANetf with respect to the S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index is the licensing of the Index and certain trademarks, service marks and/or trade names of S&P Dow

Jones Indices and/or its licensors. The S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index is determined, composed and calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices without regard to

HANetf or the HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF]. S&P Dow Jones Indices has no obligation to take the needs of HANetf or the owners of

HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index.

S&P Dow Jones Indices is not responsible for and has not participated in the determination of the prices, or amount of HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™

UCITS ETF or the timing of the issuance or sale of HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF or in the determination or calculation of the equation by

which HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF is to be converted into cash, surrendered or redeemed, as the case may be. S&P Dow Jones

Indices has no obligation or liability in connection with the administration, marketing or trading of HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF . There is

no assurance that investment products based on the S&P Global Clean Energy Select Index will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns.

S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not an investment advisor. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold

such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.

S&P DOW JONES INDICES DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS OF THE S&P GLOBAL CLEAN

ENERGY SELECT INDEX OR ANY DATA RELATED THERETO OR ANY COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL OR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

(INCLUDING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS) WITH RESPECT THERETO. S&P DOW JONES INDICES SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY DAMAGES OR LIABILITY

FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR DELAYS THEREIN. S&P DOW JONES INDICES MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES, OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OR AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED BY HANetf, OWNERS OF THE

HANetf S&P Global Clean Energy Select HANzero™ UCITS ETF , OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FROM THE USE OF THE S&P GLOBAL CLEAN ENERGY SELECT

INDEX OR WITH RESPECT TO ANY DATA RELATED THERETO. WITHOUT LIMITING ANY OF THE FOREGOING, IN NO EVENT WHATSOEVER SHALL S&P DOW JONES

INDICES BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS,

TRADING LOSSES, LOST TIME OR GOODWILL, EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. THERE ARE NO THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES OF ANY AGREEMENTS OR ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN S&P DOW JONES

INDICES AND HANetf, OTHER THAN THE LICENSORS OF S&P DOW JONES INDICES



Important Information
Communications issued in the UK (ETFs and ETCs) 

The content in this document is issued by HANetf Limited (“HANetf”) and approved by Privium Fund Management (UK) Limited (“Privium”). HANetf are an appointed representative of Privium, which is 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.). HANetf is registered in England and Wales with registration number 10697042.

Communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) relating to ETFs

The content in this document is issued by HANetf Management Limited (“HML”) acting in its capacity as management company of HANetf ICAV. HML is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of 

Ireland. HML is registered in Ireland with registration number 621172.

Communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) relating to ETCs

The content in this document is issued by Walnut Financial Services B.V. and OAKK Capital Partners B.V. (“OAKK”), an investment firm authorized and regulated by the Authority for the Financial Markets 

in The Netherlands. OAKK is registered in the Netherlands with registration number 24425154.

This communication has been prepared for professional investors, but the ETCs and ETFs set out in this communication (“Products”) may be available in some jurisdictions to any investors. Please check 

with your broker or intermediary that the relevant Product is available in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment profile.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The price of the Products may vary and they do not offer a fixed income.  This document may contain forward looking statements 

including statements regarding our belief or current expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and 

assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers are cautioned not to 

place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.  The content of this document is for information purposes and for your internal use only, and does not constitute an investment advice, 

recommendation, investment research or an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any Product or make any investment.  An investment in an exchange traded product is dependent on the 

performance of the underlying asset class, less costs, but it is not expected to track that performance exactly. The Products involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks relating to 

underlying adverse price movements in an Index (for ETFs) or underlying asset class and currency, liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks. In addition, in relation to Cryptocurrency ETCs, these 

are highly volatile digital assets and performance is unpredictable. The information contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other 

step in furtherance of a public offering of securities in the United States or any province or territory thereof, where none of the Issuers (as defined below) or their Products are authorised or registered for 

distribution and where no prospectus of any of the Issuers has been filed with any securities commission or regulatory authority. No document or information on this document should be taken, 

transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United States. None of the Issuers, nor any securities issued by it, have been or will be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 or 

the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified under any applicable state securities statutes. 

The Issuers:

1. HANetf ICAV, an open-ended Irish collective asset management vehicle issuing under the terms in the Prospectus and relevant Supplement for the ETF approved by the Central Bank of Ireland (“CBI”) 

(“ETF Prospectus”) is the issuer of the ETFs. Investors should read the current version of the ETF Prospectus before investing and should refer to the section of the ETF Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ 

for further details of risks associated with an investment in the ETFs. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the ETF Prospectus.

2. HANetf ETC Securities plc, a  public limited company incorporated in Ireland, issuing under the terms in the Base Prospectus approved by the Central Bank of Ireland and the final terms of the relevant 

series (“ETC Securities Documentation”) is the issuer of the precious metals ETCs. Investors should read the latest version of the ETC Securities Documentation before investing and should refer to the 

section of the Base Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment in the ETCs. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the ETC 

Securities Documentation.

3. ETC Issuance GmbH, a  limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany, issuing under the terms in the Prospectus approved by the Bundesanstalt für 

Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht ("BaFin") and the final terms (“Cryptocurrency  Prospectus”) is the issuer of the ETCM ETCs. Investors should read the latest version of the Cryptocurrency Prospectus 

before investing and should refer to the section of the Cryptocurrency Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment in the ETCs contained in the 

Cryptocurrency Prospectus. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the Cryptocurrency Prospectus.

The ETF Prospectus, ETC Securities Documentation, and Cryptocurrency Prospectus can all be downloaded from www.hanetf.com.

The decision and amount to invest in any Product should take into consideration your specific circumstances after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. We do not control and are not 

responsible for the content of third-party websites. 

We believe the information in this document is based on reliable sources, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The views expressed are the views of Hanetf at time of publication and may change. 

Neither Privium nor Hanetf is liable for any losses relating to the accuracy, completeness or use of information in this communication, including any consequential loss. 



Contact Us

HANetf

@HANetf 

HANetf
City Tower

40 Basinghall Street

London

EC2V 5DE

www.hanetf.com

UK Sales BeNeLux Sales

Robert.Dickson@hanetf.com Rickvl-hanetf@walnutfs.eu

+44 7810 635 219 +316 215 73272

Italian Sales Nordics & French Swiss Sales

Annacarlad-hanetf@walnutfs.eu Kilianr-hanetf@walnutfs.eu

+316 253 91051

German Sales

Andrev-hanetf@walnutfs.eu

Product & Trading Enquiries: 

Jason.Griffin@hanetf.com

+44 7747 137 006
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